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has announced that Julian Assange's source has been "named publicly", potentially

handing the US president a source of embarrassment. "You'll be extremely
disappointed if you don't know who the source is," Mr Trump told Fox News in an

interview that aired Monday. "But I can say, very strongly, that nobody knows who the
source is within the Clinton campaign." Assange's head of security was arrested in the
Ecuadoran embassy in London in April when Sweden issued a warrant for his arrest on

rape allegations. He has been granted asylum in the embassy, which has no
extradition treaty with Sweden. British police have urged Ecuador to let him leave the

embassy, saying they fear he could face persecution in the US should he return.
Assange, who denies any wrongdoing, has been there since June. Assange, the

founder of WikiLeaks, which is publishing leaked emails from Democratic officials, is
wanted by the US government for working with Manning to release thousands of

classified documents that led to criticism of the US military in Iraq and Afghanistan. Mr
Trump also called for "charges" to be filed against former Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton, who also faces congressional investigations over her use of a private email

server during her time in office, as well as her handling of classified information. "I'm
very much into the whole spirit of not letting people get off scot-free," Mr Trump told
Fox News. "But at the same time, you have to give the other side their day in court.
"I'm very much of the view that you have to let people have their day in court and

then there has to be some form of sanction. There has to be, not the public and the
press should know, but there has to be some form of justice in the c6a93da74d
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